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2016-7 Chapter Report
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• Samuel Butzer – Past-President & CTTC Chair
• Shane Hall – President & Administrator
Quick Statistics

Research Promotion:
- RP Goal for 2016-7 - $2,000
- RP Actual for 2016-7 - $4,785
- Success goes to Jennings Davis (Past President and RP Chair), Kenneth Young (Trane) and the Training and Trade Show.

Committees:
- Arthur Hallstrom
- Student Activities – WVU on probation, New Marshall student branch & K-12 STEM outreach.
Special Events

Special Events – Holiday Social and the Training and Trade Show

- The Training and Trade Show was well attended, provides the Chapter with funds for other meetings, DLs and RP (balances the books). Attracts non-members and provides vendors/reps opportunity to interact and generate business.
PAOE

- PAOE required for Minimum - 3050 points
- PAOE required for PAR - 8400 points
- Your final PAOE points - 14,639
- There is a small group of individuals who contribute a tremendous amount of volunteer hours to make this chapter successful.
Any Chapter Concerns

• If we don’t expand the pool of young leaders, there is concern for the future of the chapter. Chapter burn-out.
• Commit and provide to the Student Branches.
• Continue to serve ALL of West Virginia.

Major Accomplishments to share

• Premier Chapter status
• Highest PAOE of Region VII
• Exceeded RP goal by 239%
• Training and Trade Show
3 MBO’s to accomplish this year

1. Work with WVAIA and WVUSGBC to ensure successful “High Performance School Building Day” workshops in September. Push for annual workshops. Work with the School Building Authority (SBA) and the school Administrators to push for low EUI, Energy Star and/or Net Zero school requirements.

2. Work with the WV Division of Energy (DOE) to pursue Economic Development Administration (EDA) U.S. Department of Commerce (DOC) federal grants for Public Works and Economic Adjustment Assistance Programs specific to Assistance to Coal Communities (ACC). The grants would be used for workforce training and workforce development with a primary focus on energy reduction.

3. Work with WVAIA and WVUSGBC to expand K-12 STEM education in the state, with a focus on 5th through 8th grades. Utilize professional volunteers’ time and available funding options to offer STEM specific education, camps and programs.

Thank you, any Questions?